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WE INVITE YOU TO A TALK

on

KAMPUCHEA : ANCIENT and MODERN

JACK HUTSON recently visited this interesting country.

He has made a study of its history and
will describe aspects of the day-to-day
life that he saw during his visit.

This will be held

at

THE VEHICLE BUILDERS UNION TRAINING ROOM

61 Drummond Street, Carlton

on

Sunday 25th june, 1989 at 2.30piii

ALL WELCOME



A TRIBUTE TO ALICIA KATZ
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THE FIRST WOMAN CANDIDATE IN VICTORIAN STATE POLITICS

NV.

"A LONE HAND"

Mri. K&tz, the only woman candi
date in the elections. She is con
testing' Barwon in the Labor interest
again Mr Morley, the retiring Liberal

member.
The Herald 4th June, 1924

Alicia Katz was a pioneer. She was the first woman to be a

candidate for the State Parliament. As a memorial of this

notable act a tree has been planted in the Exhibition Gardens.

This tree is a reminder that women before 1924 could attend

Parliament only as spectators. It is a tribute to the life and

work of Alicia Kauz.

Alicia Katz was born in Canning Street Carlton on the 1st

July, 1876. As a teenager she lived through the depression of

the 1890's. She experienced the strikes, bank closures,

unemployment and the poverty, possibly the worst depression of

our history. As the depression lifted she married Frederick

Katz, the Australian born son of a German migrant, in April

1899.

The two of them became interested in the public issues of

the day. She and her husband became active in the Victorian

Socialist Party. Alicia became a good public speaker. She

spoke at Sunday night meeting at the Bijou Theatre and at street

meetings in Carlton, Richmond and South Yarra.

When war was declared in 1914, she took a determined

anti-war stance. At a meeting of the Womens* Peace Army on

September 18 1915, Alicia moved a resolution similar to one

passed at the International Womens' Congress at the Hague. In

part it "urged the Governments of the world to put an end to

this bloodshed.... that women should be granted equal political

rights with men." She concluded by "urging all present to join

the Peace Army to fight for the ideals of international love and

peace.. to leave the world better than they found it."

Dangerous, even seditious words in 1915.



Alicia was to have a personal experience of the hysteria

engendered by the war. Her husband, Fred, now assistant

secretary of the Clerks Union, had spoken in an

anti-conscription debate. « ^
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Due in part to his German name as well as the opinions he

expressed at the meeting a mob of soldiers attacked him, dragged

him from his office and tarred and feathered him. One of the

soldiers prevented Alicia from telephoning the police. She said

"Their language was awful." I called out "You cowards. Is it a

brave thing for fifty to set onto one? My husband is an

Australian native. His father was a German born in France."

On 12th May 1924 the Act allowing women to stand for the

Victorian State Parliament was first proclaimed. The Premier of

the day. Sir Alexander Peacock, called an election. The

election period was five weeks. The polling day was the 26th

June.

Alicia applied for and received Labor selection for the seat

of Barwon. During her campaign she spoke in small halls in town

on the Bellarine Peninsular such as Drysdale, Barwon, Chilwell '

and Queenscliff. Two of her supporting speakers were Frank

Anstey M.H.R. and O' W Maloney M.H.R. Although the Peacock

government was defeated by Labor, E. Morley, the sitting

Nationalist member, retained the seat of Barwon, 6954 voted to

Alicia's 3046.

Alicia, still living in St Vincents Place, Albert Park, died

on 7th October 1964 aged eighty-eight. At the time of her death

there were no women in the Victorian Parliament. By 1989

seventeen women were in the Victorian Parliament, three of them

Cabinet Ministers, one a Deputy Premier.

(The factual material was taken from a publication of League of

Women Voters of Victoria. It is entitled Alicia Katz. The

First Attempt bv Joan Rivis.)

fCEG. v.] Parliamentary Elections ^ct to enable Vfomen to beotxne Candidates at Parliamentary
Elections.

(Women Candidates) ' ^ r. i. , .. .
r.T Ao'.t I [Reserved, 22nd December, 1923. Royal Assent Proclaimed 12th May.[No. 3337J ^

Be it enacted by the King's Most Eiccellent Majesty

by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative 2. (1) Notwithstanding anything in The Constitution
Council emd the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in this Act of the Constitution Act Amendment Acts no woman
present Paurliaroent assembled and by the authority of shall by reascn only of sex or marriage be disqualified
the same as follows (that is to say);- o'' disabled from or be incapable of being a camdidate

at any election idiether for the Council or the Assembly
1 or being elected a member of the Council or the Assembly

or sitting and voting therein if elected.

. This Act may be cited as the Parliamentary

Elections (Women Candidates) Act 1923 and shall be

read aind construed as one with the Constitution Act

Amendment Act 1915 (hereinafter called the Principal forty-seven of the Principal
Act) and any Act amending the same all of which Acts ^ repealed,
and this Act may be read together as The Constitution

Act Amendment Acts.
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OBITUARY

PAULINE TONER M.L.A.

The death of Pauline Toner ended a life of highly capable

service in the politics of public administration. Tragically it

severed a valuable liaison between her Parliamentary work and

the range of initiatives taken at local level involving

educational, welfare, conservation and peace issues.

Pauline's achievement as a Greensborough Councillor rose to

the distinction of being the first woman Shire President. Her

term coincided with a time of local commercial expansion and the

response of a rank and file vigilance, encouraged by the Labor

majority on Council.

Elected State Member of Greensborough in 1977, she

consolidated Labor's hold on the marginal seat, and achieving a

further distinction, as the first woman Cabinet Minister in

Victoria's history.

The State Funeral service, attended by State and Church

notables was packed and over-flowed to the immediate environs.

It was a sorrowful and heartfelt celebration of a distinguished

life.

The people of Greensborough had turned out in force to do

honour to the memory of a woman who had been their local member

for 12 years.

Pauline Toner had worked without stint for the ALP and what

she saw as a Christian co-operative society.

JIM GARVEY

OBITUARY RALPH GIBSON

Ralph Gibson died at the age of 83. Generations of

Australians, activists in the trade union movement, democratic

rights and power movements were inspired by his words and

actions.

As a student at Melbourne University he became secretary of

the Public Questions Society in 1924, a founding member of the

Melbourne University Labour Club in 1925 and president of the

Labour Guild of Youth in 1926-27.
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When abroad from 1927 to 1930 he became a prominent speaker

for the Labor Party addressing as many as fifteen open air

meetings in one week during the 1929 General Elections which

resulted in Ramsay MacDonald becoming Prime Minister.

On returning to Australia after a short association with the

A.L.P. and although his family's academic background and his own

early scholastic achievements would have given him a more

comfortable career Ralph chose to join the Infant Communist

Party in January 1932. He remained an active and prominent

member to the end of his life.

In his seventies and suffering from severe ailments he wrote

his works: a tribute to his wife, Dorothy 'One Woman's Life' and

'My Years in the Communist Party'; 'The People Stand Up'; 'The

Fight Goes On' and 'The Foreign Policy of the USSR'.

Ralph was a man of the highest principles. His courage,

energy, faith and idealism marked a man of outstanding ability.

DRAFTMEN GO FREE

A  history of resistance to

conscription and the Vietnam War.

Bob Scates is released from Melbourne's Pentridge prison

after serving eight months of an 18 month sentence for failing

to register for national service; for refusing to fight for

American capital in the 'dirty, unwinnable war'.

Vietnam was a seminal, political period for a generation;

debate, protest, activity over Vietnam, conscription and the

issues it raised about our economic and social system dominated

politics.

Today, the Australian and American establishments are

attempting to convince their populations that what happened

didn't happen.

Bob Scates' book 'Draftmen Go Free' is an outline of these

events, the history of the war, conscription, resistance and the

political figures who supported and offered Australian

involvements. Available from PO Box 112, Ascot Vale 3032. Cost

is $10.



PROFESSIONS IN THE NUCLEAR AGE
This book is a collection of discussion papers written by

men and women from many different walks of life. i counted
thirty five professions - psychologists, artists, a linguist, a
clergyman, a publisher, a seaman and so on. Each one discusses
the nature of t.heir work and how he or she can forward the cause
of peace in the course of their daily work.

Most people who work for peace kept separate their
occupation and their efforts on behalf of a nuclear free world
and for disarmament. It is a division that this book tries to
overcome. As Richard Butler our Ambassador for Disarmament

says, "the most insidious aspect of the nuclear age has been the
degree of obscurantism it has come to involve." The many
contributors make clear what some governmental agencies want to
keep obscure.

Not only professional people but the lay reader would find

this book stimulating. it is availabe from the Social Work
Practice centre, 61 Swann Road, Taringa 4068. The recommended
price is $19.95 plus $2 for handling and surface posting.

LABOUR DAY FUNCTION

Our Branch of the Society, held its traditional function on

Labour Day, 13 March 1989 at 2.30pm in the Training Room in the
office of the Vehicle Builders' Union.

A  function is held each year with a speaker on some notable

episode in the Australian labour history, because Labour Day

celebrates a major victory of the labour movement in 1856 in

winning the 8-hour working day.

This year, the speaker was Laurie Carmichael, assistant

National Secretary of the ACTU. He spoke on another major
victory, which was the making of the penal powers of the federal

arbitration system ineffective in 1969.

He could speak with authority on that because he played a

leading role in the struggle of the trade union movement against
the penal powers when he was District Secretary of the Melbourne

District Committee of the now defunct Amalgamated Engineering

Union.

In his interesting and informative address he made a number

of points, some of which are reported here.

He said the cold war period under the Menzies' Government

was the origin of the use of the penal powers. At first, there

was a weak resistance to •them as the trade unions had been

forced into retreat. That was reflected in the fall in real

wages.
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Although there was opposition to the penal powers the old

left was unable to formulate an effective strategy to combat
them, but towards the end of the 1950's a new left of young
trade union leaders began to emerge in Victoira, and they were
able to formulate an effective strategy.

This was to get the whole of the trade union movement

involved in the struggle against the penal powers by developing
the maximum unity against them and obtaining official approval
of the struggle, first from the Victorian Trades Hall Council

and then from the ACTU.

Another component of the strategy was to widen the

experience of the rank and file of the penal powers in order to

develop their understanding of them.

This was done by a vigorous wage campaign in Victoria in

which they were encouraged to claim over-award payments. If one

group of workers were forced to retreat because of the use of

the penal powers other groups made claims. At one time, 17

different claims were being made.

The opposition to the penal powers increased when the metal

employers in 1968 tried to absorb the increases granted by the

Arbitration Commission in the Metal Trades Award work value

case.

The struggle against the penal powers reached a crescendo in

1969 when Clarrie O'Shea, then State Secretary of the Tramways

Union, was jailed by the Industrial Court. He had refused to

tell it where the branch funds were located as the Court wanted

to seize them to pay fines imposed on the Union.

This caused nationwide stoppages in protest, after which the

employers ceased to use the penal powers.

Carmichael concluded by mentioning the new use of penal

powers which requires the formulation of a new strategy to deal

with them.

His address was followed by questions and discussion.
JACK HUTSON

THE LIVING MUSEUM OF THE WEST

THE MUSEUM IS -

* A new kind of museum, a people's museum;
* A mulli-cultural museum, a museum ol Ihe past and the present;
* The whole of Melbourne's western region - the region is the museum -
the museum is the region. The museum is all around you - Ihe massive
shapes of our factories, chimneys and pylons, Ihe river valleys, creeks
and wetlands, the 19lh century streetscapes, the boats at Footscray and
Williamstown, the rolling plains of Keilor, Werribee and Melton;
* Australia's first ecomuseum.

t ■ .i.- -



THE LIVING MUSEUM OF THE WEST

Rsrnarka.bl© insights firoiti an ordinary world! thGss words

which describe an exhibition organised by the Living Museum of
the West in fact are a description of the Living Museum as a
whole. The function of the Museum is to involve the people in
uncovering and presenting the history and life of the Western

Region. And because of the variety of the area and the time

since it was first populated it results in surprising and
interesting insights.

Living Museum of the West, Pipemakers Park
Van Ness Avenue, Maribyrnong

THE PIPEMAKERS
Many pipe factory workers have contributed

to the process of documenting and recording
aspects of life at the Maribyrnong Factory and In
their community. The park name recognises the
contribution of all the workers to the operation
and development of one of several pioneering
Industries, which together covered more than
130 years of Industrial adaption.

A  Living Museum has a different function to an ordinary

Museum. The customary museum is a building housing exhibits it

has to show. They may be scientific specimens or antiquarian

^^ticles. It is not generally alive except in cases such as

Sovereign Hill in Ballarat where industrial and historical

processes are shown. One could conceivably go through such a

museum without speaking or contacting a living person. In

contrast to this which is the normal style. The Living Museum

focusses and specialises on the people and their lives, not on

artifacts. It is quite unique in its way of operation.

Thus one of the achievements of 1988 was an exhibition 'Back

in your own back-yard'. It contains a series of displays

generated by a cross-section of local residents. Each display
shows a perception or point of view of a particular job or place
or life-style accompanied by a background story. The ideas and

concepts of the exhibition and for the most part the final

products of the exhibition were the work of local people

themselves. It was the most pioneering and innovative of the

Museums' exhibitions.



The rate of change today is rapid that such of our heritage

is being transferred and lost. The stream of information, the
flow of news involve us in a continuous re-adjustment to a

changing environment. We react by wanting to learn about our
past. We need continuity.

The Living Museum now has much data that is the actual
history. The real and living history of the area. It collected
it from old residents. Further it has projects underway which

are the history of industry and also of population. One is the

history of a ninety-year old engineering plant. It is
Richardson Pacific. With the Museum as publisher it will appear

by the end of 1989.

9

Maribymong River.
Engraving of the Meat Preserving Factory, 1873 a view from the

Source; Australasusi. 19.4.1873.

The Sunshine City Council asked the Museum to undertake a

history of the suburb of Maribymong. It is to be a pictorial
history up to the present with a strong oral history content.

This is written with a sense of the old values, how precious

they are~and how hard it is to maintain them.

Among its many publications the Museum has produced three
brochures describing trails. , These are the Meat Trail, The Pipe

Trail and Built of Basalt.
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Lets go on the trail outlined in 'Built of Basalt'. The

tour starts at Humes. This is one of the oldest surviving

complexes in Melbourne. It s history goes back to Joseph

Raleigh's boiling down works which was established in 1847 to

convert sheep to tallow and salted meat. In this complex were

individual processes that helped to preserve the sheep industry

while the production of concrete pipes used an industrial

process in which we led the world. Three of the methods were

the vacuum process for preserving meat, the first commercial

freezing of meat for export and the first centrifugally spun,

reinforced concrete pipes.

Here is the Museum's new head-quarters at the park

'Pipemakers Park'. This was opened by the Premier of Victoria,

John Cain in November 1988.

In his address Mr Cain acknowledged the contribution of

local people and the Living Museum of the West. He said the

development could truly be called a 'peoples' park' because

without the pressure and persistence of local people over the

last 16 years the area may well have been destroyed or become a

residential area.

Bluestone, the popular name for basalt, is exposed at the

Organ Pipes, the National Park at the western side of the

Region. This extraordinary area is noted for its re-vegetation,

an example of the rehabilitation of an area that was devastated

by over 100 years of misuse. It has been brought back to life,

resurrected largely by voluntary planning, gifts of land - the

Organ Pipes were themselves donated - and the work of tree

planting was mostly volunteer labour. Now after 18 years it is

restored with the trees and plants native to the area. There

one finds wallabies, grey kangaroos, seven varieties of bats,

sugar gliders and in the Jackson's Creek often a platypuss.

The 'Built of Basalt' tour shows the variety of the area

from the old-established industrial complex with industries

central to Australia's industrial progress to a native area

similar to the area prior to European's arrival.

It is by means of the tour and a range of printed material

that people get to know their district and their environment,

can gain a sense of the region as a whole aiid of the diversity

within it.

''■7
.j
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What ̂  the tourism strategy offers is informative and

educational outings.

This is what was promoted by the Minister for Tourism, Mr

Steve Crabb. It is ironic that the history that resulted in the

west's negative repute is now being used in a positive fashion.

Mr Crabb^.stressed that toursim was about local people getting to

know their own area. Tourism was not only for Americans and

Japanese.

In October, 1984, number 130 issue of the Recorder, Hugh

Anderson reported on his visit to Labour History Museums

particularly in the British Isles. He stated, "the time is ripe

to consider the place of a labour-industrial museum in

preserving and indeed extending our knowledge and understanding

of past technological developments and the social and political

struggles of Australian workers."

Almost five years have passed. We can see the Living Museum

"dn operation. It fulfills the plans that he suggests are

necessary.

The main sources of funding of the Museum are the Victorian

Ministry of the Arts and the Victorian Ministry for Planning and

Environment. Funding for the Museum is generally not a system

of 'hand-outs' but on a basis of 'Fee for Service'. So the

Sunshine City Council gives $15,000 for a history of Maribyrnong
and Richardson Pacific gave $20,000 for a commissioned history

of the engineering works.

It is not a coincidence that the foundation of the Living

Museum was at a time when the Labor government came into

office. And of course most of the municipalities are Labour

operated.

How do people react to their municipalities? Ballarat is

interesting in that it has built up pride and a profitable
tourist trade with its Sovereign Hill and Eureka traditions and

the preservation of its middle-century architecture. Many
people regard Collingwood with a deep loyalty.

Alternatively, it could suffer from Urban Blight. There are

derelict towns and disheartened people.

The Western Region has a lot going for it. The Museum now

has a permanent headquarters. Victoria and the Region how have

something that will enrich the lives of its people and be an

example to the rest of Australia.



EIGHT-HOUR WORKING DAY TO TWENTY-FOUR HOUR UNIONISM.

Stephens-Galloway Memorial Lecture, John Curtin Hotel, Carlton,

28 April 1989.

By June Hearn, Director, Hawthorn Institute of Education.

Brian McKinlay has argued that winning the 8-hour working day

was the first major struggle won by Australian trade unions. The

achievement should be looked upon on a par with such achievements

as votes for women and the first Labor government in the world in

Queensland in which Australia has also been a world leader.

The report by John Gration on the 1856 meeting of stonemasons

at which the 8-hour movement commenced suggests a great use of

industrial muscle. The workers were united, and the original

motion was carried unanimously. The employers said "hold off a

month," but the workers insisted on action. Civilised negotiations

between workers and "bosses" took place. We need to look carefully

at the historical context of the events, otherwise they appear too

colourful.

In 1856 there were no awards. Collective bargaining between

employers and employees was the norm. Agreements could be broken

by either side. The victory of 1856 didn't have widespread repercussions.

Women, for example, didn't get the 8-Iiour day until the 1870's. The

victory of the stonemasons was a first and it was spectacular but it

didn't flow.

In the 1880's the media was exclusively the print media and

large sections of the media were sympathetic. The Argus (Melbourne)

for example said that the Anglo-Saxon habitually over-worked himself

and any reduction in working hours is likely to lead to an increase

in production! The press were certainly more sympathetic than the

contemporary press is to the 35-hour week.
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In the 1870*8 and 1880's employers wanted arbitration. The unions ,

supported conciliation and arbitration in the 1890's when the unions were

down and out. The first arbitration system adopted in 1904 was in

fact copied from New Zealand. Unions and employers today are registered.

Terms and conditions of awards are strictly enforced. We have a very

different system today from that which existed in 1856;

1. It is odd that we have a perpetuation of craft based unions. The

skill a worker has determines the union he joins and that fact

has persisted. There is not one example in Australia of an industry

based union.

2. At the highest level (ACTU, etc.) we have a lot of direct

negotiations but very little at the rank-and-file-level.

3. Only very rarely do unionists now go in for prolonged strikes.

4. The media then and now tend to be very hostile to most moves by

workers to improve their lot. We now have very much more

sophisticated media outlets. How often do we hear that unions

are "greedy, uncaring and frightening off our clients." It is very

difficult now to find any sjnnpathy from the media for the workers,

whereas in the 1880's there was some sympathy.

5. Leaders like the Stephens, Galloways and Orations made an important

contribution to labour history. We are too close to the times to

make a judgement about the Creans and the Keltys.

In 1856, at the height of the campaign, a poet made a judgement

about James Galloway - "the month we won our freedom was 20 years ago."

The language of unionists last century had something of an eloquence

of the theatrical about it. Today's language, of wage-indexation,

two-tier trade offs, award re-structuring, etc. is sanitised and un-

theatrical. We need a few poets!



The ACTU was a paper tiger until the 1970's. Today when we talh

*

about trade unions in Australia we are talking about the ACTU. We still

have over 300 unions. We don't seem to be able to get our numbers down

and we still persist with a lot of small unions. Big is not necessarily

beautiful. In the 1850's unions and political parties were totally

separate. Today they are very close. Governments can remove union

mavericks like the BLF, and maverick judges like Staples when they

don't play the game according to the "accepted rules of conduct."

Clyde Cameron argued that the trade union movement once accepted the

cream of the working class in parliament. Today it accepts .

the middle class. Middle class parliamentarians are unable to

effectively operate in the best interests of a working class

constituency. Often middle class people are unable to negotiate

on a basis of equality. The 8-hour day was won by direct negotiations.

Today there is a push by the New Right for direct negotiations because

they feel the bosses will have the upper hand. Some sections of the

Right even want industry based unions. We could have a push for

de-regulation if we get a conservative government.

Dostoevsky said on the evils of 19th Century Russia - "I want

to be there when everyone understands what it was all for."

Most unions today realise they must be concerned with more things thar

wages. Responsible unions have embraced 24-hour unionism - health-

benefits, safety, credit co-operatives, supera.inuation and hv«ars oi

work are examples. Even nineteenth century unionists recognised

this, but until recently unions did not have a will to greatly

expand their level of operations. Trade unions are NOT irrelevant.

Working people win all of their gains by showing the conviction to

struggle. (Notes taken by Lyle Allan) SECRETARY
LLOYD EDMONDS

93 ROBERTS STREET

ESSENDON. 3040 '

PHQvIE: 337-7554


